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The 2000 IBM VM/ESA
and VSE/ESA Technical

Conference

T he 2000 IBM VM/ESA and VSE/ESA
Technical Conference was held in

Orlando, Fla., May 31 through June 3.
While the conference was hot, Orlando was
hotter; emitting waves of 92-degree heat
and pouring ashes and smoke into the town
that was surrounded by wild fires. This
month, I'll present some of the highlights
from the conference.

LINUX

Amazingly enough, although this was
supposed to be a VSE/VM conference, there
was a lot of interest in Linux/390. Every
Linux presentation was almost standing-
room only. Frankly, I was a bit surprised
because a) this is the fourth form of UNIX
that has been ported over to the 390 archi-
tecture (the first three have been anything
but successful), and b) Linux uses a logo of
a penguin sitting on its behind. And, as we
all know about penguins:

● they are small, flightless birds
● they can't protect themselves, so they

cluster in large groups
● they frequently fall down as a standard

practice during their travels
● they have a short life span
● they only appear sophisticated on the

outside because of their packaging

But enough about Linux, let's talk about VSE.

NEW STUFF

IBM announced VSE/ESA 2.5. There are a
number of wonderful features that are pro-
vided in this release, including the following:

● Connectors: IBM will be providing a
Java front-end system that can process

console commands, POWER queue
entries, library members, ICCF
members (read-only), DB2, DL/I,
VSAM, SQL and vendor products.
This is not only a great graphical user
interface (GUI) front-end, but IBM will
also be providing you with the Java
Beans so that you can write your own
applications on the PC-side, quickly
and easily.

● Enhanced TCP/IP: A new release of
TCP/IP will also be provided. It is
because of some of the enhancements
to this system that the connectors are
able to function in a BSD-Socket
world. There are also some new clients
and servers that will come as part of
the application pack (or the CSI base
pack), such as an automated email
client and a remote execution daemon
(REXECD).

● Dynamic Classes: Yes, there are now
more than 10 dynamic partitions
available for you to use, 23 with 32
partitions per class, for those of you
who have too much CPU idle time!

● VSAM LSR Pools: A better hashing
algorithm has been implemented to
allow access to extremely large
buffer pools.

● Commands and Parameters:
Additional operator commands have
been added along with some new and
improved parameters on the POWER
JECL card. There is also a new
POWER SEGMENT operand to force
segmentation of a SYSLST entry. The
DUEFREQ parameter will not only
allow you to schedule a job in the
future, but will also allow you to exe-
cute it repeatedly.

● Power Enhancements: PNET process-
ing can be done over a TCP/IP link

instead of an SNA link. You can also
have XPCC applications read and
process active entries or entries that are
in the process of being created!

● More LIBR Extents: If you have a
VSE library in VSAM managed space,
IBM has increased the number of
extents from 16 to 32.

● Enhanced Label Macro: A new
parameter, "SLAADDR", eliminates
the need to issue a LOAD macro.
This is especially nice for those pro-
grams that issue a lot of LABEL
macro calls.

● 3270-bridge: Yet another 3270-access-
from-a-web-browser application.

● CICS Web Support: Allows you to
execute CICS/TS programs from your
web browser.

● REXX Support: You can execute
REXX programs with the CICS/TS.
Also, a SOCKET function is available
in the IBM application pack to write
TCP/IP applications with REXX/VSE.

By the way, if you are at 2.4, this new
version can be installed via fast service
upgrade (FSU), unlike some of the previous
releases of VSE/ESA.

OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS

IBM also announced that as of Version
2.5, it will no longer support the following
(probably due to lack of interest by the VSE
community):

● LANRES/VSE (it never did have much
functionality)

● Visual/Lift (too complicated to use and
too time-consuming)

● DWF (Distributed Workstation Feature)
— IBM has something better with 2.5
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OOPS!

Now where IBM has dropped the ball is
in delaying the following:

● Host on Demand: IBM is still forcing
VSE users to use their three-tiered
approach, putting the Java part of the
code on a non-VSE platform, down-
loading it to a PC, and then logging
onto VSE.

● LIBR: It's still 24-bit. Try to access it
from 31-bit and BOOM! Fragmentation
is still a problem and backup/restore is
still the only solution.

● POWER: It's still 24-bit. If you code
an XPCC application to send and
receive a large buffer of data, the
internal mechanism will MVCL to data
into a 24-bit buffer, pass it to POWER,
receive the data, and MVCL it back to
the application's 31-bit buffer. In many
instances, 24-bit access is faster than
31-bit.

● WebSphere: For use on any platform
but VSE. In fact, the big demonstration
of designing an e-business system for
your site focused on the three-tiered
process, where a non-VSE system was
handling all of the necessary network
traffic. The non-VSE platforms
recommended are NT, OS/2, AIX
(or other flavors of UNIX), OS/390
and OS/400.

SECURE SOCKET LAYER

Another fascinating group of presentations
had to do with Secure Socket Layer (SSL). If

you want to be serious about e-business, you
need to support this encrypting technology.
Currently, the SSL patent expires on
September 23, and amazingly enough,
expect to see an SSL/VSE on September 24.

What I mean by fascinating is that sever-
al presenters proclaimed that VSE is not a
valid platform for SSL. After all, they said,
it would eat up too many CPU cycles.
(Since the typical mainframe being shipped
today is 60 million instructions per second,
and an SSL call would take but a fraction of
this, such a claim is unfounded.) Consider
this: Let's say that you have a PC running
Linux and an Apache web server. Would
you consider putting the SSL server on a
separate box, whose connection is not
secure anyway, instead of allowing the SSL
server to run on the same system where the
Apache server was running? It's unlikely.
And so, too, is it true with VSE.

To allow SSL to run on a PC, where the
connection is not secure, thus invalidating the
connection, is a problem. One of the reasons
for promoting such a three-tiered approach is
that it is an easy one. Writing an SSL server
is extremely difficult. Yet, it is a necessary
daemon that is needed by VSE today.

COOL PRODUCT DEMO

There were many cool product demos —
too many to mention here. However, I have
to say that Data21 has a great IpBridge/
3270 program that allows you to screen-
scrape your 3270 applications using style
sheets on the PC side. I'm not a big fan of
screen scraping, but their implementation
was very fast, without all of this HTML-to-

3270 data stream translation nonsense that
some products perform.

A NEW AND EXCITING
FUTURE FOR VSE

There are a lot of new and exciting
things coming down the line for VSE/ESA.
There is enough to keep the avid systems
programmer busy for many months to
come. As you can see from IBM's focus,
networking and e-business are a major part
of their slot placement for VSE/ESA as a
business server. Therefore, it's up to you to
take advantage of all of these areas and
make your VSE/ESA system a force to be
reckoned with in the world of clients and
servers.  

NaSPA member Leo J. Langevin is a senior
developer with Connectivity Systems, Inc. He
has been a VSE system's programmer since its
inception and has provided hundreds of pro-
grams to the VSE community at large. He can
be reached at leo@tcpip4vse.com.


